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Abstract. Syntactic sugar refers to a certain syntactic structure added
to the programming language. This syntactic structure has no effect on
the function of the language, but is more convenient for programmers to
use. Since syntactic sugar will be translated to the basic syntactic struc-
ture of the core language at the compilation stage, the relationship be-
tween the source program written with syntactic sugar and the execution
of the core program is masked, and the compiled program is unfamiliar
to programmers. It is not convenient for programmers to learn and debug
source programs written with syntactic sugar. To solve that problem, this
paper adopts the idea of resugaring for automatically transforming the
evaluation sequence of the core language into the evaluation sequence of
the surface language, and gives a cheap implementation using the exist-
ing bidirectional transformation tool BIRDS. The resugaring algorithms
for both non-recursive and recursive desugaring transformations are im-
plemented using Datalog, and the solutions to maintain two important
properties of emulation and abstraction in the process of resugaring are
studied.

Keywords: Desugaring · Resugaring · Bidirectional Transformation ·
BIRDS.

1 Introduction

Syntactic sugar plays an important role in extending a core language to a surface
language with more user-friendly language constructs. The core language may
be a small language with a simple syntactic structure but powerful functions,
and it can be enriched to a surface language with additional syntactic sugars.
A syntactic sugar can be defined by a set of desugaring rules, describing how it
can be mapped to the core language. For instance, the following desugaring rule
defines the syntax sugar Or, showing how to transform a surface term with Or
to a core term with Let.

Or([x, y, ys...])→ Let([Bind(“t”, x)], [If(Id(“t”), Id(“t”),Or([y, ys...]))])
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One problem with syntactic sugars is that after the desugaring, the result-
ing programs (in the core language) become unfamiliar to programmers, and it
obscures the relationship between the user’s source program and the program
being evaluated. To resolve this problem, the resugaring technique was proposed
to lift the core evaluation sequence into one for the surface [17]. Given a surface
term which can be desugared to a core term, resugaring is the process of adding
syntactic sugars each step after the reduction of the corresponding desugared
core term, in order to obtain an evaluation sequence expressed in surface lan-
guage. When applied debugging and comprehension tools to core language terms
resulting from desugaring, their output is also in terms of the core language. Re-
sugaring can establish correspondence with the surface language that the user
employs, so as to facilitate the use of those tools on the surface language[17].
Resugaring should satisfy the following two properties.

- Emulation. Each term in the generated surface evaluation sequence desug-
ars into the core term which it is meant to represent.

- Abstraction. Code introduced by desugaring is never revealed in the surface
evaluation sequence, and code originating from the original input program
is never hidden by resugaring.

However, implementation of resugaring needs much effort. We need to im-
plement both desugaring and resugaring carefully to make sure that they are
consistent satisfying the emulation property. As pointed out in [17], this pair of
transformations between terms of the core and the surface languages forms a
bidirectional transformation; taking the surface program as the source and the
core language as the view, then the forward transformation is desugaring, and
the putback transformation is resugaring. This inspired us to consider a direct
use of a bidirectional transformation language to implement resugaring (together
with desugaring) so that the consistency between desugaring and resugaring is
guaranteed for free. Furthermore, if we adopt to use a putback-based bidirec-
tional language, where the forward transformation can be automatically derived
from the putback transformation, by writing a resugaring program, a desugaring
program can be automatically generated.

In this paper, we present a new implementation of resugaring using the
putback-based bidirectional transformation tool called BIRDS (Bidirectional
Transformation for Relational View Update Datalog-based Strategies) [20]. We
use the BIRDS tool to develop the resugaring transformation, and automati-
cally generate the corresponding desugaring transformation. Our main technical
contributions are summarized as follows.

– We present a new implementation of resugaring using BIRDS based on bidi-
rectional transformation. Our method is simpler and only needs to develop
and maintain resugaring, which is in sharp contrast to the traditional method
that needs to develop and maintain both desugaring and resugaring. Fur-
thermore, our implementation satisfies the emulation property for free, and
meets the abstraction property.
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Fig. 1. Bidirectional Transformation

– We show how syntax trees can be uniformly represented by relational tables,
and how tree transformations (including pattern matching and substitution)
can be efficiently implemented over relational operations in Datalog. This
enables us to use BIRDS to implement a resugaring system, which integrates
rule checking, desugaring and resugaring, and algebraic stepper [5, 6].

– Compared to the traditional implementation method, which uses about 1000
lines of codes in Haskell, our new method successfully implements the resug-
aring transformation using less than 200 lines of codes in Datalog for the
same algorithm. Our method is powerful enough to deal with many difficult
cases such as recursive syntactic sugars.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After presenting some
basic notions in Section 2, we propose an algorithm for performing resugaring
using a view update strategy in Section 3. Section 4 shows how to maintain the
emulation and abstraction in our implementation. Section 5 gives some examples,
Section 6 summarizes related works, and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bidirectional Transformation

A bidirectional transformation (BX) [11] is a pair of a forward transformation
get and a backward (putback) transformation put (see Fig. 1). The forward
transformation get is a query over a source S that results in a view V . The
putback transformation put takes the original S and an updated view V ′ as
input to produce a new source S′. To ensure consistency between the source
database and the view, get and put must satisfy the following round-tripping
properties, called GetPut and PutGet:

∀S, put(S, get(S)) = S (GetPut)

∀S, V ′, get(put(S, V ′)) = V ′ (PutGet)

The GetPut property ensures that unchanged views correspond to unchanged
sources. The PutGet property ensures that all view updates are completely em-
bedded into the source such that the updated view can be computed again from
the forward transformation get over the updated source.
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1 % Schema declaration

2 source s1(‘X’:int, ‘Y’:int).

3 source s2(‘X’:int, ‘Y’:int).

4 view v(‘X’:int, ‘Y’:int).

5 % View update strategy rules

6 -s1(X,Y) :- s1(X,Y), not v(X,Y).

7 -s2(X,Y) :- s2(X,Y), not v(X,Y).

8 +s1(X,Y) :- v(X,Y), not s1(X,Y), not s2(X,Y).

Fig. 2. A program in BIRDS

2.2 Bidirectional Programming with Datalog

We follow [20] and employ the BIRDS framework [1] to use the Datalog language
with extensions for programming putback transformations, i.e. view update
strategies. BIRDS [20] supports putback-based bidirectional programming [10,
13, 12]. In other words, the framework automatically checks the well-behavedness
of a putback program written by the user and generates the corresponding for-
ward (get) one for free. BIRDS further optimizes the user-written programs
before compiling them into lower-level code.

Consider two base tables s1(X,Y ) and s2(X,Y ) and a view v(X,Y ), which
is expected to be a union over s1 and s2. A program of view update strategy
accepted by BIRDS consists of two essential parts: schema declaration and view
update strategy rules. Figure 2 shows an example of the program, where s1, s2
and v are all binary relations with the same attributes ‘X’ and ‘Y’. The first
two rules (Lines 6 and 7) of the view update strategy say that if a tuple (X,Y )
is in s1 or s2 but not in v, it will be deleted from s1 or s2, respectively. The last
rule says that if a tuple (X,Y ) is in v but in neither s1 nor s2, it will be inserted
to s1. BIRDS will automatically check the validity of the program and generate
a view definition, i.e., forward transformation, as the following.

v(X,Y ) :− s1(X,Y ).
v(X,Y ) :− s2(X,Y ).

3 Resugaring as Putback Transformation

In this section, we shall explain how to write resugaring as a putback trans-
formation (view update strategy), and how to use the BIRDS tool to run it
and to automatically generate the corresponding desugaring program. We have
implemented the complete putback program using Datalog.

3.1 Converting Syntax Trees to Relational Tables

Since BIRDS works only on relational database, the first step to use BIRDS is to
convert syntax trees into relations (tables). This can be done straightforwardly,

https://github.com/nksezx/ResugaringAsPutback/blob/master/putback.dl
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Fig. 3. Converting Syntax Trees to Relational Tables

because syntax trees can be considered as graphs, and graphs can be naturally
represented by edge tables describing relationship between nodes. In order to
facilitate the traversal and compress tables, we convert each abstract syntax
tree into a binary tree, because the binary tree will have a fixed number of
columns after it is expressed as a relational table.

As shown in Fig. 3, the syntax tree of Or([1,2]) is first converted into a binary
tree. Then, we give each node a unique number and use the relational table to
record the left and right child of each node. In this way, the relational table can
be used to concisely represent syntax trees.

3.2 Designing Source and View Tables

To use BIRDS, we need to design source tables that represent the surface pro-
grams (surface terms) and transformation rules and the view tables that repre-
sent the core programs (core terms). A good relational table design can make
the update strategy easier to write. In our system, we have the following five
tables.

node. The node table records the information of all nodes in the patterns and
terms. As shown in Table 1, Id is a unique key assigned to the created node in
the semantic analysis. There are three types of nodes: keyword nodes, constant
nodes, and variable nodes. There are three types of nodes in patterns (terms
with variables) and only two in terms, which are keyword nodes and constant
nodes. Name is the value of the node, which is a string. Root means the id of
the root in the syntax tree.

pAst, sAst and cAst. These three tables are used to record the edge rela-
tionships of the syntax tree for patterns, surface syntax trees and core syntax
trees. They are of the same schema as shown in Table 2: Par is the id of the
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Table 1. The Node Table

id:number name:string type:string root:number

1 Or/And/: keyword 1
2 123/Empty/true constant 1
3 x/y/z variable 1

Table 2. The pAst Table

par:number lchild:number rchild:number

5 6 -1
6 -1 -1

parent node of each group, while lchild is the id of its left child and rchild is the
id of its right child. -1 means the node is missing.

The pAst table is to store all patterns. Consider the pattern of (Delay x). It
is shown in Figure 4, where only two nodes Delay and x are included, and the
ids of the two nodes are 1 and 2, respectively. The x node is the left child node
of Delay, so we have (1, 2, -1) and (2, -1, -1) in Table 2. The cAst view and the
sAst source respectively record the edge relationships in the core term and the
generated surface term. And their fields are exactly the same as the pAst source,
which represents the two patterns before and after transformation in all rules.

rule. The transformation rules are recorded in the rule table as shown in Ta-
ble 3. The id of the root in the syntax tree uniquely represents the corresponding
pattern. Let LHS represent the surface syntax pattern on the left side of the
transformation rule, and RHS the core syntax pattern on the right side. Then,
for the rule described in Figure 5, the id of the LHS is 1, and the id of the RHS
is 5, so we store (1, 5) in rule table in Table 3.

3.3 Non-recursive Resugaring

Resugaring is to turn a core term back to a surface term by reversely applying
transformation rules. Non-recursive resugaring refers to the case where the core
term will be transformed back to at most one syntactic sugar and at most once.

Matching. Matching is to match the core term with the RHSs of the transfor-
mation rules, so as to obtain the rules used in the resugaring and the mapping
relationship between variables in patterns and bindings in the core term.

There are three types of nodes in the pattern, but there are only two types in
the term. Therefore, after a simple combination, there are four cases (in Table 4)
that meet the matching conditions. If the types of the pattern node and the term
node are constants or keywords, then the matching succeeds when the names of
the two are the same. If the pattern node is a variable, then the term node can be
a constant node or a keyword node, because the variable can match a constant
or sub-expression.
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Fig. 4. A pattern Fig. 5. A Transformation Rule

Table 3. rule source

lhs:number rhs:number

1 5

The matching algorithm consists of three steps: the first step is to recursively
try to match starting from the root of the core term and the root of all RHS
patterns; the second step is to determine the RHS that the core term completely
matched, thereby we can determine the transformation rule that can be used; the
third step is to extract the information needed for the subsequent substitution
algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes the matching algorithm in detail with a specific
example. The core term and related transformation rule are shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 7, when the root of the term matches the root of the
RHS, we will continue matching their left child and right child respectively, so
the first step of matching is a recursive process. In the second step, we found
that all the nodes of the above RHS were successfully matched to the term node
in the first step, so we think that the matching was successful. So in the third
step, we determined the corresponding LHS and the bindings corresponding to
the variables in the LHS, namely {x→ 1, y → 2 ys→ Empty}.

Substitution Substitution refers to the process of replacing the variables in the
LHS determined in the matching with the corresponding bindings to obtain the
final surface term.

3.4 Recursive Resugaring

Recursive resugaring refers to the case where the core term will use multiple
syntactic sugars.

Matching Sub-term is a collection of partial nodes in the binary tree of the
core term. These nodes can reach each other through their common edges. The
meta term is a special sub-term, and its nodes can be bijective with all the nodes
of a certain pattern. Therefore, the object of recursive resugaring is a core term
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Table 4. Matching Conditions

Pattern Node Term Node

keyword keyword
constant constant
variable keyword
variable constant

Algorithm 1 Matching Algorithm

def matching(CoreTerm)
// step 1
foreach RHS in RHSs

PROOT = Root ID of RHS
TROOT = Root ID of CoreTerm
trymatch(PROOT, TROOT)

// step 2
check()
// step 3
insert rule which RHS is ’completely matched’ into ‘state‘
if size of ‘state‘ == 0:

Raise(’match failed!’)
return

foreach (PID, TID, RHS) in ‘matched‘:
if RHS is ’completely matched’ and type of PID is ’variable’

insert (PID, TID) into ‘env‘
foreach TID exists in ‘env‘

insert subtree of TID into ‘value‘

with multiple meta terms. The core idea of the recursive transformation algo-
rithm is to match each sub-term in parallel, so the matching should not only
start from the root of the binary tree of the core term, but should try from
each node. Starting from a certain node, the part of the nodes that successfully
matches a pattern is a meta term.

The following uses an example to explain the recursive resugaring process in
detail. As shown in Figure 8, The nodes of the three colors of blue, gray and
orange are the meta terms matching three different patterns respectively. We no
longer only match from the root If, but each node of the core term can be used
as the root to match with roots of patterns. From this, we can determine that
the following rules will be used in transformation.

And([x, y, ys ...]) → If(x, And([y, ys ...]), False)
Or([x, y, ys ...]) → Let([Bind(”t”, x)], [If(Id(”t”), Id(”t”), Or([y, ys ...]))])
If(x,y,z) → If(x,y,z) (a special rule, see 4.2)

Expansion In Matching, we can determine the patterns to be converted from
the patterns which meta terms successfully matched. In the expansion, we com-
bine the determined patterns according to the positional relationship suggested
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Fig. 6. A Core Term and A Transformation Rule

Fig. 7. Matching

by the core term into a combined pattern. In the previous example, we combined
the target patterns as shown in Figure 9.

Substitution The substitution process here is consistent with non-recursive
resugaring which replaces variables in the combined pattern with bindings.

4 Two Properties

4.1 Checking Transformation Rules for Preserving Emulation

Emulation means that the surface terms obtained by resugaring maintain the
same semantics as the corresponding core terms. In other words, the surface term
obtained after resugaring can be desugared to the corresponding core term again.
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Fig. 8. Matching

In fact, this is also the PutGet property that the bidirectional transformation
program needs to satisfy. Therefore, BIRDS can ensure that a single transfor-
mation rule satisfies emulation, but cannot guarantee the situation of multiple
transformation rules. Some transformation rules will violate the emulation. For
example, we use the following transformation rules to resugar Max([−∞]).

Max([ ]) → Raise(“empty list”);
Max(xs)→ MaxAcc(xs,−∞);

The following core language evaluation sequence will be obtained.

MaxAcc([−∞],−∞)⇒ MaxAcc([ ],−∞)

After adding sugar to them, we will obtain the following surface language eval-
uation sequence:

Max([−∞])⇒ Max([ ])

But Max([ ]) should be desugared to the error message, instead of the second step
of the core language evaluation sequence. But with the following transformation
rules, the above problems will not occur.

Max([ ]) → Raise(“empty list”);
Max(x : xs)→ MaxAcc([x, xs, ...],−∞)

Therefore, we need to check whether there is any overlap among the trans-
formation rules. If there is any overlap, the rules are invalid, otherwise they are
valid. In Figure 10, the first group has overlap, but the second group does not
have any overlap.
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Fig. 9. Expansion

Fig. 10. Match the LHSs with Each Other

4.2 Maintaining Abstraction

Abstraction means that the code obtained by desugaring will not be leaked in
the output surface language program, and at the same time, the program in
the original input cannot be resugared. If the surface term itself uses some core
language syntax, such as ”If”:

Let([Bind(“t”, not(false))], [If(Id(“t”), Id(“t”),Or([true]))]).

After reduction, we hope that it will not be converted during resugaring, that
is, Or ([not(true), true]) cannot be obtained.

Our solution is to treat the core syntax rules as special transformation rules
with the same LHS and RHS. We mark the roots that match the core syntax rules
with a “fixed” label, and the stepper will retain the labels during the reduction.
In the above example, since this surface language will match core syntax rule of
Let, we add “fixed” tag in front of Let. Then, in resugaring, the marked nodes
will not be used to match with RHSs. That is to say, the above core term will
not match the RHS of Or syntactic sugar, so we can maintain abstraction during
transformation.
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Fig. 11. Resugaring

5 An Example

We show an example of our resugaring. As shown in Figure 11, except for the
fourth and sixth steps, other core terms have the corresponding surface terms
after resugaring, and satisfy emulation and abstraction. For example, the second
step of the core language evaluation sequence is the result after not(false) is
evaluated as true. Resugaring adds And and Or syntactic sugar to the second
step of core to get the second step of surface.

6 Related Work

Bidirectional transformation (bx) is a mechanism used to maintain the consis-
tency of two (or more) related sources of information. Researchers from many
different fields, including software engineering [18, 2], programming languages [7,
15], databases [3, 4] and document engineering, are actively studying the use of
bx to solve various problems [8]. Our work shows the application of bx in pro-
gramming language transformation.

The view update problem is a classical problem that has a long history in
database research. A typical language of the putback-based approach is BiGUL [14,
12], which supports programming putback functions declaratively while auto-
matically deriving the corresponding unique forward transformation. Based on
BiGUL, Zan et al. [21] design a putback-based Haskell library for bidirectional
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transformations on relations. But only [20] can run in database environments,
which provides us with great convenience for language transformation on rela-
tional tables.

Data interoperability addresses the ability of systems and services that create,
exchange and consume data to have clear, shared expectations for the contents,
context and meaning of that data [9]. Because our approach solves the prob-
lem of correlation between the surface language and the core language being
executed, the above problem is a typical problem of maintaining data interop-
erability. Many methods have been proposed to solve the problem. One method
is to manually redefine the semantics based on the surface language, which un-
dermines the benefits provided by the small core. The other is to use source
tracking [19], but this is actually not a solution: users will still only see the
core language after desugaring. In addition, creating a one-time solution for a
given language is not suitable for those languages where users can create other
syntactic sugar in the program itself, such as Lisp language [16].

Resugaring [17] is currently the most effective method. The traditional imple-
mentation method is to write two programs, namely, desugaring and resugaring,
and then use string processing to transform the programming language. And we
use the BIRDS [20] to automatically generate the desugaring program through
the resugaring program, and convert the processing of the string into the oper-
ation of the relational table.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new implentation method for resugaring, which can
greatly reduce the difficulty of implementation. Not only did we propose to use
the bidirectional transformation tool BIRDS to write the resugaring algorithm,
but also presented a new solution to maintain emulation and abstraction during
the transformation.

In the future, firstly, we intend to generalize the transformation algorithms
on syntax trees by using more general bidirectional transformation on trees.
Secondly, the tree is a special case of graph, and the relational table operation
for the graph pattern and the tree pattern is not much different, so we intend to
generalize the algorithm to the bidirectional transformation of the graph pattern.
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